„It’s your turn!”

Made precisely and easy to use.

With just one hand movement, the monitor can be moved effortlessly from the rest to the operating position.

When folded in, the monitor is almost invisible and integrated flush in the table.

Optionally, the back of the monitor can also be covered with the same surface as the table: wood, plastic, leather, linoleum. According to your taste and your design ideas.

Thus, the monitor merges with the table to form a harmonious unit.
Look & Feel

With the TURNIS 220 ELEMENT ONE faced the challenge to design an elegant and durable multi-purpose solution without any motor.

Made of aluminum and glass, the thin monitor is manufactured to be discovered by all senses. It starts by touching and folding it by your hand.

Features

- Manual lifting function, spring supported for smooth, stepless motion
- Low appearance height 184 mm of the monitor
- Svelte & solid monitor housing made of powder-coated aluminum
- 2 mm hardened & anti-reflective cover screen
- Compact housing dimensions in order to provide ergonomical knee & leg room below the table
- Passive Cooling without Ventilation openings
- LightWeight- & LowEnergy-Design
- HDMI HDCP compatible
- FullHD resolution
- Durable HighFlex Cables
- 5 years limited warranty
## TECHNICAL DATA

### Art.No.
600-220 TURNIS

### Type
TURNIS 220 FullHD

### Function
Folding / unfolding monitor; furniture integratable 21.5"
FullHD monitor system with manual folding system of the integrated glass / aluminum display; max. monitor inclination in operating mode 35°; Control via push-open. Passive cooling design without ventilation openings. Highflex cables. Maintenance free.

### Material
- Monitor: Milled aluminum, powder-coated, 2 mm anti-reflective protective screen
- Mechanics: Anodized aluminum & stainless steel; mounting frame: stainless, powder-coated

### Screen size:
21.5" (16:9)

### Resolution:
1,920 x 1,080 - Full HD, 16.7M colors

### Brightness:
250 cd/m2

### Contrast ratio:
(typ.) 1000:1

### Viewing angle:
- Horizontal 178° / vertical 178°

### Viewing area:
475.20 (H) x 267.30 (V) mm

### Pixel size:
0.1989 x 0.1989 mm

### LED Lifespan:
up to 50,000 hrs.

### Mass:
7 kg

### Dimensions:
585 x 380 x 109 mm (WxLxD); Monitor thickness: 21 mm

### Power consumption:
typ. 15 Watt
- OFF: 0.12 Watt
- Sleep: 0.60 Watts
- ON: 19 Watt

### Opening angle max.:
125°

### Appearance h. Monitor:
184 mm at 125°

### Motion:
Manual operation to open / close the monitor; Supported by damper springs and precise friction joints

### Video Interface:
- HDMI, Displayport *
- DVI **
- HDCP compliant

### Scope of Supply:
- Power adapter - Input: 100-240V AC, 50 / 60Hz 1.5A; Output: 12V 60W MAX 5.A (Length DC ~ 140cm)

* optionally, additional Interface  
** optionally, instead of HDMI
TECHNICAL DATA

Dimensions

We'd be delighted to offer our expertise in the planning and selection of the right solution for your needs. If required, we can send further technical drawings, detailed photographs, material samples and, of course, demo devices – perfect to handle and try out.

Simply call us on +49 (0)7222 96654-20
Or send us an e-mail at: info@element-one.de